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The Greatest Game Ever
The Grand Slam
This The Greatest Game Ever Played Was On A Wednesday In Cleveland journal is
the ultimate gift for any sports fan. It is full of 130 pages of lined journal paper
which can be used as a journal, an ongoing to do list, keep track of games and
scores, or really anything you like!

The Nutcracker
Essays discuss the nature of baseball and portray some of the most outstanding
players, including Sandy Koufax and Rod Carew

The Greatest Player Who Never Lived
The Best Game Ever is a revealing look at the University of North Carolina Tar
Heels' 1956–57 season, one of the most storied in college basketball history. From
the first day of practice, when forward Lennie Rosenbluth predicted a winning
season, to the final game, a triple-overtime victory over Wilt Chamberlain's
legendary Kansas team, the season developed into what many sports historians
believe was the start of college basketball hysteria not only on Tobacco Road, but
nationwide. The 1956–57 Tar Heels finished a perfect 32-0. The only previous team
in Carolina history to achieve perfection was the 1924 team, years before the
NCAA Tournament was created.

The Masters
In 1956, a casual bet between two millionaires eventually pitted two of the
greatest golfers of the era -- Byron Nelson and Ben Hogan -- against top amateurs
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Harvie Ward and Ken Venturi. The year: 1956. Decades have passed since Eddie
Lowery came to fame as the ten-year-old caddie to U.S. Open Champion Francis
Ouimet. Now a wealthy car dealer and avid supporter of amateur golf, Lowery has
just made a bet with fellow millionaire George Coleman. Lowery claims that two of
his employees, amateur golfers Harvie Ward and Ken Venturi, cannot be beaten in
a best-ball match, and challenges Coleman to bring any two golfers of his choice to
the course at 10 a.m. the next day to settle the issue. Coleman accepts the
challenge and shows up with his own power team: Ben Hogan and Byron Nelson,
the game's greatest living professionals, with fourteen major championships
between them. In Mark Frost's peerless hands, complete with the recollections of
all the participants, the story of this immortal foursome and the game they played
that day-legendarily known in golf circles as the greatest private match ever
played-comes to life with powerful, emotional impact and edge-of-your-seat
suspense.

Best Game Ever
A heartfelt and relatable novel from Phil Bildner, weaving the real history of Los
Angeles Dodger and Oakland Athletic Glenn Burke--the first professional baseball
player to come out as gay--into the story of a middle-school kid learning to be
himself. When sixth grader Silas Wade does a school presentation on former Major
Leaguer Glenn Burke, it’s more than just a report about the irrepressible inventor
of the high five. Burke was a gay baseball player in the 1970s—and for Silas, the
presentation is his own first baby step toward revealing a truth about himself he's
tired of hiding. Soon he tells his best friend, Zoey, but the longer he keeps his
secret from his baseball teammates, the more he suspects they know something’s
up—especially when he stages one big cover-up with terrible consequences. A High
Five for Glenn Burke is Phil Bildner’s most personal novel yet—a powerful story
about the challenge of being true to yourself, especially when not everyone feels
you belong on the field.

The Match
It’s difficult to imagine today—when the Super Bowl has virtually become a
national holiday and the National Football League is the country’s dominant sports
entity—but pro football was once a ramshackle afterthought on the margins of the
American sports landscape. In the span of a single generation in postwar America,
the game charted an extraordinary rise in popularity, becoming a smartly
managed, keenly marketed sports entertainment colossus whose action is ideally
suited to television and whose sensibilities perfectly fit the modern age. America’s
Game traces pro football’s grand transformation, from the World War II years,
when the NFL was fighting for its very existence, to the turbulent 1980s and 1990s,
when labor disputes and off-field scandals shook the game to its core, and up to
the sport’s present-day preeminence. A thoroughly entertaining account of the
entire universe of professional football, from locker room to boardroom, from
playing field to press box, this is an essential book for any fan of America’s favorite
sport.

Missing Links
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Recounts the definitive 1992 NCAA East Regional final between Duke and
Kentucky, sharing insider perspectives on the players and coaches and the game's
sensational final-seconds victory.

A Whole New Ballgame
He pitched a baseball game that was more than perfect, and yet he lost. Southpaw
Harvey Haddix had logged a solid but unspectacular career by the time he took the
mound on May 26, 1959. Facing the Milwaukee Braves, he set down the first 36
batters in a row, or 12 innings’ worth—a perfect game three innings longer than
the norm. But his Pittsburgh Pirates couldn’t score, either, and Haddix lost in the
13th inning on a controversial play. This book recounts Haddix’s one-of-a-kind
performance and describes the official decisions that changed the historical record.

Pimp My Airship
In a country struggling with acceptance, hope can come in many different forms.
As a boy, Hector loved playing soccer in his small Johannesburg township. He
dreamed of playing on a real pitch with the boys from another part of the city, but
apartheid made that impossible. Then, in 1990, Nelson Mandela was released from
prison, and apartheid began to crumble. The march toward freedom in South Africa
was a slow one, but when the beloved Bafana Bafana national soccer team won the
African Cup of Nations, Hector realized that dreams once impossible could now
come true. This poignant story of friendship artfully depicts a brief but critical
moment in South Africa’s history and the unique role that sports can play in
bringing people together.

Strokes of Genius
Describes the sixth and final game in the 1986 National League Championship
Series between the New York Mets and the Houston Astros, a game that lasted
sixteen innings

The Greatest Game Ever Pitched
Boston, Tuesday, October 21, 1975. The Red Sox and the Cincinnati Reds have
endured an excruciating three-day rain delay. Tonight, at last, they will play Game
Six of the World Series. Leading three games to two, Cincinnati hopes to win it all;
Boston is desperate to stay alive. But for all the anticipation, nobody could have
predicted what a classic it would turn out to be: an extra-innings thriller, created
by one of the Big Red Machine's patented comebacks and the Red Sox's
improbable late-inning rally; clutch hitting, heart-stopping defensive plays, and
more twists and turns than a Grand Prix circuit, climaxed by one of the most
famous home runs in baseball history that ended it in the twelfth. Here are all the
inside stories of some of that era's biggest names in sports: Johnny Bench, Luis
Tiant, Sparky Anderson, Pete Rose, Carl Yastrzemski--eight Hall of Famers in all--as
well as sportscasters and network execs, cameramen, umpires, groundskeepers,
politicians, and fans who gathered in Fenway that extraordinary night. Game Six is
an unprecedented behind-the-scenes look at what is considered by many to be the
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greatest baseball game ever played--remarkable also because it was about so
much more than just balls and strikes. This World Series marked the end of an era;
baseball's reserve clause was about to be struck down, giving way to the birth of
free agency, a watershed moment that changed American sports forever. In
bestselling author Mark Frost's talented hands, the historical significance of Game
Six becomes every bit as engrossing as its compelling human drama.

The Greatest Games
Dark Brotherhood As the city of London slumbers, there are those in its midst who
conspire to rule the world through the darkest and most nefarious means. These
seven, seated in positions of extraordinary power and influence, marshal forces
from the far side to aid them in their fiendish endeavor. Force of One In the
aftermath of a bloody séance and a terrifying supernatural contact, a courageous
young doctor finds himself drawn into a malevolent conspiracy beyond human
comprehension. All or Nothing The future is not safe, as a thousand-year reign of
pure evil is about to begin, unless a small group of stalwart champions can unravel
the unspeakable mysteries behind a crime far more terrible than murder.

The Greatest Game Ever Played
"From the first morning with their odd new teacher, fifth grade is full of shocking
surprises for best friends Rip and Red"--

The Greatest Game Ever Played Was On A Wednesday In
Cleveland
“Frank Gifford brings the contest so alive that you find yourself almost wondering,
50 years later, how it will turn out in the end.” —New York Times Book Review The
Glory Game recreates in breathtaking detail the 1958 National Football League
Championship Game between the New York Giants and the Baltimore Colts, which
many football fans feel was “The Greatest Game Ever Played.” This first-hand, field
level, “behind-the-helmet” account by ex-Giant Hall of Famer and longtime
“Monday Night Football” broadcaster Frank Gifford brings back to life all the sights
and sounds of the momentous contest that changed football forever, and offers
vivid, indelible portraits of the legendary players—including Sam Huff, Andy
Robustelli, Art Donovan, Lenny Moore, and Raymond Berry. The Giants-Colts clash
of ’58 was truly The Glory Game—and now readers can relive it in all its glory.

The Best Game Ever
'Essential reading for players, fans and coaches' - Steven Gerrard Liverpool 4-0
Barcelona 2019 Man United 2-1 Bayern Munich 1999 AC Milan 3 - 3 Liverpool 2005
Are these the greatest games ever played? From Jurgen Klopp to Gary Neville, Xavi
to David Beckham, Jamie Carragher speaks with teammates, rivals, managers and
legends of the sport to identify and analyse football's greatest encounters. As
Carra and his contributors take you into the dressing rooms and out onto the
pitches of the world's most celebrated stadiums, they relive some of the defining
moments of their playing careers as well as many more from the greatest football
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matches ever played - from title deciders and cup finals to against-all-odds
comebacks, tactical masterclasses and old school classics. Packed full of hilariously
stories, exclusive anecdotes and refreshing appraisals, in The Greatest Games
Jamie Carragher takes you into the heart of these matches, revealing new insights
into the teams, players and coaches that have shaped football.

The 50 Greatest Plays in New York Giants Football History
Intertwines the personal histories of baseball Hall of Famers Juan Marichal and
Warren Spahn with the events of their sixteen-inning pitching duel at San
Francisco's Candlestick Park in the summer of 1963.

Hard-Luck Harvey Haddix and the Greatest Game Ever Lost
When a group of middle-class buddies obsessed with golf set up a bet to see who
can finagle their way onto the nearby private course, their friendship is tested in
ways they had never expected in this humorous novel from Rick Reilly, one of
America’s most popular sportswriters. Missing Links is the story of four middle
class buddies who live outside of Boston and for years have been 1) utterly
obsessed with golf and 2) a regular foursome at Ponkaquoque Municipal Course
and Deli, not so fondly known as Ponky, the single worst golf course in America.
Just adjacent to these municipal links lies the Mayflower Country Club, the most
exclusive private course in all of Boston and a major needle in their collective
sides. Frustrated by the Mayflower's finely manicured greens and snooty members,
three of Ponky's finest and most courageous—Two Down, Dannie, and Stick—set
up a bet: $1,000.00 apiece, and the first man to somehow finagle his way on to the
Mayflower course takes all. Lying, cheating, and forgery are encouraged, to put it
mildly, and with the constant heckling and rare aid of Chunkin' Charlie, Hoover,
and Bluto--a few more of Ponky's elite--the games begin. One of the three will
eventually play the Mayflower's course, but their friendships--and everything
else--will change as various truths unravel and the old Ponky starts looking like the
home they never should have left. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Greatest Game Ever Played
When their beloved baseball team, the New York Giants, moves to California, Sam
and Pop switch their loyalties to the other New York Giants and attend their
championship game with the Baltimore Colts. Includes historical note.

The Soccer Fence
Warning: Don’t Believe the Hype! All the poet called Sleepy wants to do is spit his
verses, smoke chiba, and stay off the COP’s radar—all of which becomes
impossible once he encounters a professional protestor known as (120 Degrees of)
Knowledge Allah. They soon find themselves on the wrong side of local authorities
and have to elude the powers that be. When young heiress Sophine Jefferson’s
father is murdered, the careful life she’d been constructing for herself tumbles
around her. She’s quickly drawn into a web of intrigue, politics and airships, joining
with Sleepy and Knowledge Allah in a fight for their freedom. Chased from one end
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of a retro-fitted Indianapolis to the other, they encounter outlaws, the occasional
circus, possibly a medium, and more outlaws. They find themselves in a battle
much larger than they imagined: a battle for control of the country and the soul of
their people. The revolution will not be televised!

Marvelous Cornelius
A revelatory history of the most prestigious tournament in golf highlights the wins
and losses of the contest's famous names and illuminates the local politics, racism,
finances, and publicity involved in its six and a half decades. Reprint. 25,000 first
printing.

The Greatest Game Ever Played
The executive editor of Sports Illustrated offers an in-depth analysis and behindthe-scenes look at the historic 2008 match between tennis titans. In the 2008
Wimbledon men’s final, Centre Court was a stage set worthy of Shakespearean
drama. Five-time champion Roger Federer was on track to take his rightful place as
the most dominant player in the history of the game. He just needed to cling to his
trajectory. So, in the last few moments of daylight, Centre Court witnessed a
coronation. Only it wasn’t a crowning for the Swiss heir apparent but for a
swashbuckling Spaniard. Twenty-two-year-old Rafael Nadal prevailed, in five sets,
in what was, according to the author, “essentially a four-hour, forty-eight-minute
infomercial for everything that is right about tennis—a festival of skill, accuracy,
grace, strength, speed, endurance, determination, and sportsmanship.” It was also
the encapsulation of a fascinating rivalry, hard fought and of historic proportions.
In the tradition of John McPhee’s classic Levels of the Game, Strokes of Genius
deconstructs this defining moment in sport, using that match as the backbone of a
provocative, thoughtful, and entertaining look at the science, art, psychology,
technology, strategy, and personality that go into a single tennis match. With vivid,
intimate detail, Wertheim re-creates this epic battle in a book that is both a study
of the mechanics and art of the game and the portrait of a rivalry as dramatic as
that of Ali–Frazier, Palmer–Nicklaus, and McEnroe–Borg. “Deftly touches on all the
defining factors of contemporary tennis.” —San Francisco Chronicle “Illuminates a
kingdom changing hands. An engrossing book.” —Bud Collins

The Greatest Game Ever Played Was on a Wednesday in
Cleveland
Follows one young man from his impoverished childhood with a crack-addicted
mother, through his discovery of the sport of football, to his rise to become one of
the most successful, highly-paid players in the NFL.

How Life Imitates the World Series
Al Alvarez touched down in Las Vegas one hot day in 1981, a dedicated amateur
poker player but a stranger to the town and its crazy ways. For three mesmerizing
weeks he witnessed some of the monster high-stakes games that could only have
happened in Vegas and talked to the extraordinary characters who dominated
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them--road gamblers and local professionals who won and lost fortunes on a
regular basis. Set over the course of one tournament, The Biggest Game in Town is
botha chronicle of the World Series of Poker--the first ever written--and a portrait of
the hustlers, madmen, and geniuses who ruled the high-stakes game in America. It
is a brilliant insight into poker's appeal as a hobby, an addiction, and a way of life,
and into the skewed psychology of master players and fearless gamblers. With a
new introduction by the author, Alvarez's classic account is "the greatest
dissection of high-stakes Vegas poker and the madness that surrounds it ever
written" (TimeOut [UK]).

A High Five for Glenn Burke
America's first golf hero reminisces about the game and his career, from his early
years, to his upset 1913 U.S. Open victory as an amateur, to his sentimental win at
the 1931 U.S. Amateur Championship at the Beverly Country Club in Chicago.
Along the way, he gives sage advice about the game.

Story-Based Inquiry: A Manual for Investigative Journalists
On December 31, 1975, the Montreal Canadiens, the most successful franchise in
the NHL, hosted the touring Central Red Army, the dominant team in the Soviet
Union. For three hours millions of people in both Canada and the Soviet Union were
glued to their television sets. What transpired that evening was a game that
surpassed all the hype and was subsequently referred to as "the greatest game
ever played." Held at the height of the Cold War, this remarkable contest
transcended sports and took on serious cultural, sociological, and political
overtones. And while the final result was a 3-3 tie, no one who saw the game was
left disappointed. This exhibition of skill was hockey at its finest, and it set the bar
for what was to follow as the sport began its global expansion.

America's Game
The NFL championship game that changed football forever: a New York
Times–bestselling sports history classic by the author of Black Hawk Down. Yankee
Stadium, December 28, 1958. What was about to go down on this Sunday evening
in front of sixty-four thousand fans and forty-five million home viewers—the largest
viewership ever assembled for a live televised event—was the first sudden death
overtime in NFL history. This one battle between the league’s best offense, the
Baltimore Colts, and the best defense, the New York Giants, would propel
professional football from a moderately popular pastime into America’s favorite
sport. On the field and roaming the sidelines were seventeen future Hall of Famers,
including Colts stars Johnny Unitas, Raymond Berry, and Gino Marchetti; and
Giants greats Frank Gifford, Sam Huff; and assistant coaches Vince Lombardi and
Tom Landry. But they were opposing teams in more ways than one. It was a
contest between Baltimore blue-collars, many of whom worked off-season taking
shifts at Bethlehem Steel, and the trendy, New York glamour boys of splashy
magazine ads and TV commercials who mingled with politicians, Broadway stars,
and even Ernest Hemingway. Mark Bowden “dives into the trenches of the 1958
NFL Championship game” for a riveting play-by-play account, the stories behind
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the key players, the effect it had on the league, the sport, and the country
(Entertainment Weekly). “Bring[s] the contest so alive that you find yourself almost
wondering . . . years later, how it will turn out in the end.” —The New York Times
“The Best Game Ever is sure to become an instant Sacred Text.” —Jonathan
Yardley, The Washington Post

The Greatest Game
The 1958 NFL championship game is known to football fans as the "Greatest Game
Ever Played." Featuring gridiron legends like Johnny Unitas, Frank Gifford, and
Vince Lombardi, the Game marked the beginning of America’s infatuation with
professional football. Now, Phil Bildner tells a heartwarming father-and-son story
against the backdrop of this historic moment.When the New York Giants baseball
team moves to San Francisco, young Sam discovers the other New York
Giants—the football Giants. He convinces his skeptical Pop to come with him to the
Game, and as Johnny Unitas engineers Baltimore’s legendary comeback, Sam and
Pop rediscover the joy of rooting on their heroes together.

ÒThe Greatest Game Ever Played in DixieÓ
In 1908 baseball was the only game that mattered in the South. With no major
league team in the region, rivalries between Southern Association cities such as
Atlanta, Birmingham, Memphis, and New Orleans were heated. This season,
however, no city was as baseball-crazed as Nashville, whose Vols had been league
doormat in 1907. After an unpromising start, the Nashville club clawed its way into
contention during the month of July, rising into the upper division, then into a
battle for first. Local interest intensified, as the competitive fire of Nashville fans
was stoked by sharp-tongued columnist Grantland Rice and the city’s three daily
newspapers. By the time the Vols met the New Orleans Pelicans for a seasonending series, and the championship, the city was gripped by a pennant fever that
shut down the commercial district. Nearly 13,000 people thronged the Nashville
ballpark, Sulphur Dell, for the third and deciding contest. What they saw was
described by Rice as “the greatest game ever played in Dixie.”

The Last Great Game
You want to change the world. You want your work to have meaning. Maybe you're
even audacious enough to want saving the world to be fun. What if saving the
Earth were a game? Not just any game, but the greatest game we've ever played.
This workbook helps social and environmental change professionals learn how to
implement powerful techniques from the fields of game design, behavioral
psychology, design, data science, and storytelling, that are not only proven to have
impact, but also can make your project fun. In a 10-step framework of exercises,
tutorials, and case studies, How to Save the World will teach you the art of
changing the world--and it's often not what you think. Did you know that just by
putting a sign above a recycling bin that showed people the number of cans inside
increased the recycling rate by 67 percent? Or when people standing in line at a
café were told that other customers before them had ordered a vegetarian meal,
that this simple intervention doubled the total rate of vegetarian meal orders? As
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you implement these academically researched and measurement-driven
techniques, How to Save the World will drive you to dig into your creativity and
unearth your greatest ideas that shift the numbers on the causes you most care
about, so you can experience the joy and satisfaction of seeing your work really,
actually change the world every single day.

100 Yards of Glory
An account of the pivotal playoff game between the New York Yankees and the
Boston Red Sox traces the season leading up to the game; the contributions of
such figures as Carlton Fisk and Reggie Jackson; and the stakes that made the
contest particularly significant.

The Greatest Game
THE GREATEST GAME EVER PLAYED is the story of Francis Ouimet and Harry
Vardon, who in pursuit of their passion for a game that captivated them as
children, broke down rigid social barriers that made their sport accessible to
everyone on both sides of the Atlantic and beyond, positioning golf as one of the
most widely played games in the world. Ouimet and Vardon were two men from
different generations and vastly different corners of the world whose lives,
unbeknownst to them at the time, bore remarkable similarities, setting them on
parallel paths that led with a kind of fated inevitability to their epic battle at
Brookline years in the future. This collision resulted in the big bang' that gave rise
to the sport of golf as we know it today. For Mark Frost, Francis Ouimet and Harry
Vardon represent everything that's right about sports in general and sportsmen in
particular; gentlemen, champions, teachers, leaders, and each in their own quiet
way, heroes. In THE GREATEST GAME EVER PLAYED, Frost attempts to create
penetrating studies of both of these men, along with over dozens of the game's
seminal figures, within the dramatic framework offered by the tournament when
they finally met, one of the most thrilling sports events in history, the 1913 U.S.
Open.

How to Save the World
From the bestselling author of the critically acclaimed The Greatest Game Ever
Played comes The Grand Slam, a riveting, in-depth look at the life and times of golf
icon Bobby Jones. In the wake of the stock market crash and the dawn of the Great
Depression, a ray of light emerged from the world of sports in the summer of 1930.
Bobby Jones, an amateur golfer who had already won nine of the seventeen major
championships he'd entered during the last seven years, mounted his final
campaign against the record books. In four months, he conquered the British
Amateur Championship, the British Open, the United States Open, and finally the
United States Amateur Championship, an achievement so extraordinary that
writers dubbed it the Grand Slam. A natural, self-taught player, Jones made his
debut at the U.S. Amateur Championship at the age of 14. But for the next seven
years, Jones struggled in major championships, and not until he turned 21 in 1923
would he harness his immense talent. What the world didn't know was that
throughout his playing career the intensely private Jones had longed to retreat
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from fame's glaring spotlight. While the press referred to him as "a golfing
machine," the strain of competition exacted a ferocious toll on his physical and
emotional well-being. During the season of the Slam he constantly battled
exhaustion, nearly lost his life twice, and came perilously close to a total collapse.
By the time he completed his unprecedented feat, Bobby Jones was the most
famous man not only in golf, but in the history of American sports. Jones followed
his crowning achievement with a shocking announcement: his retirement from the
game at the age of 28. His abrupt disappearance from the public eye into a closely
guarded private life helped create a mythological image of this hero from the
Golden Age of sports that endures to this day.

Game Six
The creators of the best-selling And the Crowd Goes Wild present an officially
endorsed collection of key historical events that combines archival photography
with coverage of such famed stories as the Immaculate Reception, the Ice Bowl
and the Music City Miracle, in a volume complemented by a 10-part documentary
by an Emmy Award-winning team.

The List Of 7
A vivid and moving tale of redemption that will have you cheering about the
greatest barnstorming baseball game ever played between the Major League AllStars and the Negro League All-Stars in 1934. A story told in more than 100 book
pages—great value! The date was October 20, 1934, just days after Dizzy Dean’s
St. Louis Cardinals won the World Series. The place was Boston’s Fenway Park,
under portable lights. The money behind it was Henry Ford’s, who yearned to see
an all-white team defeat the black all-stars. For Diz’s team there was Babe Ruth,
Lou Gehrig, Shoeless Joe Jackson (overweight and still banned from the game), and
a lanky minor- leaguer named Joe DiMaggio. Paige’s all-stars featured Josh Gibson,
Cool Papa Bell, Turkey Stearnes, and Buck Leonard. With a keen eye for historical
detail and a passionate love for baseball, Kevin King chronicles this epic game
between Diz’s and Satch’s all-stars. No trophies or championships were on the line,
only the two most important things in life to any ballplayer—respect and
redemption.

The Greatest Game Ever Played
A man known as the "Trashcan Wizard" sings and dances his way through the
French Quarter in New Orleans, keeping his beloved city clean, until Hurricane
Katrina's devastation nearly causes him to lose his spirit.

A Game of Golf
When Charley Hunter goes to work as a summer intern at a prestigious Atlanta law
firm, he has no idea that his passion for golf will come into play on the job.
Stumbling onto a yellowed file containing correspondence between Beau Stedman,
an astonishingly talented teenage golfer, and the legendary Bobby Jones (once a
partner at the firm), Hunter finds himself embroiled in a decades-old murder
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case–and searching for an invisible champion who won nearly all his matches with
the masters. As Hunter unravels the facts of Stedman’s case, his hunger for the
truth is matched only by his deepening reverence for the game, one that leads him
to a heart-stopping courtroom showdown between golf’s most powerful association
and a family torn apart by buried secrets.

The Blind Side: Evolution of a Game
In a series that explores the logic-defying comebacks and tough losses, the
dramatic interceptions, fumbles, game-winning field goals, and touchdowns that
shape a fan’s greatest memories of their beloved team, this book does not
disappoint as the ultimate collector’s item for Giants fans. It chronicles the most
famous moments in the New York Giants’ football history, including the shocking
upset of Super Bowl XLII, Pat Summerall's 49-yard field goal in the snow in 1958,
Phil Simms’ fourth down and 17 strike against the Vikings in 1986, defeating the
49ers on the final play in 1991, and Lawrence Taylor's 97-yard interception return
to defeat the Lions on Thanksgiving. The descriptions of each play are
accompanied with game information and quotes from participants, players, and
observers with firsthand accounts.

The Biggest Game in Town
As the clock stroked midnight on Christmas Eve, Clara's nutcracker toy turns into a
prince. He calls for his reindeer and his golden sleigh and whisks Clara away to the
mouthwatering Land of Sweets. Five tunes from the famous ballet bring this
magical story to life.

The Glory Game
This The Greatest Game Ever Played Was On A Wednesday In Cleveland journal is
the ultimate gift for any sports fan. It is full of 130 pages of lined journal paper
which can be used as a journal, an ongoing to do list, keep track of games and
scores, or really anything you like!
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